Horizontal cell gap junctions: Single-channel conductance and modulation by dopamine
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ABSTRACT Horizontal cells form an electrically coupled network for the transmission of inhibitory signals in the outer retina. In teleosts, horizontal cell coupling is modulated by the neurotransmitter dopamine. Using voltage-clamped pairs of teleost horizontal cells, we have examined the effects of dopamine on the conductance and gating properties of the cell-to-cell channels that mediate electrical synaptic transmission. Variance analysis of the junctional current noise showed that dopamine substantially reduced the open probability of gap junction channels, from 0.75 to 0.14. Direct observation of unitary junctional gating events in poorly coupled cell pairs indicated that these channels have a unitary conductance of 50-60 pS. The elementary conductance of channels in cell pairs treated with dopamine (48.7 ± 6.6 pS) was statistically indistinguishable from channels in untreated cells (53.2 ± 7.2 pS). Uncoupling with octanol also yielded a similar unitary conductance (61.1 ± 11.1 pS). Our results suggest that dopamine reduces the open probability of gap junctional channels by decreasing their open duration.

Intercellular communication at gap junctions is mediated by cell-to-cell channels. Evidence from a variety of biological systems suggests that these channels open and close in an all-or-none manner, similar to other membrane channels, and that permeability of gap junctions can be modulated by receptor-activated second messenger systems (1, 2). In the retina, the neurotransmitter dopamine decreases gap junctional permeability between horizontal cells via cyclic AMP (3-5). In other tissues, cyclic AMP also appears to regulate junctional permeability (6-8). Recently, the single channel physiologic of non-neuronal gap junction channels has been described by incorporation of purified gap junctions (9), reconstitution of junctional proteins (9, 10), or pairwise voltage clamp of isolated cell pairs (11-13). We describe here the properties of neuronal gap junction channels from teleost horizontal cells.

The extensive electrical synapses between retinal horizontal cells mediate the lateral spread of inhibitory signals in the outer retina (14, 15). Dopaminergic modulation of these synapses reduces the size of horizontal cell receptive fields in fish and turtles (16-18) and limits dye coupling between horizontal cells (4, 18). Dopamine acts on horizontal cell coupling through a cyclic AMP-dependent mechanism; dopamine receptors in carp and white perch horizontal cells are coupled to adenylyl cyclase (19, 20). In addition, cyclic AMP analogues mimic the uncoupling effects of dopamine in intact retinas (3, 4) and on isolated pairs of teleost horizontal cells (21). Furthermore, in teleosts, dopamine and cyclic AMP act through protein phosphorylation. Intracellular injection of protein kinase inhibitor blocks uncoupling by dopamine, while injection of kinase A catalytic subunit mimics the effects of dopamine (22).

Whereas significant progress has been made in elucidating the biochemical steps involved in the regulation of horizontal cell junctional permeability, little is known about the functional properties of the junctional channels and how they are modified by dopamine and cyclic AMP. Dopamine might reduce the macroscopic junctional conductance through three kinds of effects, by reducing (i) the number of functional channels, (ii) the elementary conductance of individual channels, or (iii) the open probability of individual channels. We have examined dopamine's action on the junctional channels of white perch horizontal cells by analysis of current noise and of single channel events. Our findings indicate that horizontal cell gap junction channels have a unitary conductance of 50-60 pS and that dopamine primarily affects the gating kinetics of junctional channels rather than their number or elementary conductance.

METHODS

Cell Culture. Pairs of electrically coupled horizontal cells in primary cell culture were obtained by mechanical dissociation of papain-treated white perch (Roccus americana) retinas (23). After dissociation, cells were maintained in L-15 medium (GIBCO) at room temperature (20°C). Recordings were made on cells after 2-10 days in culture. In most experiments, pairs of the small H1 cells were used to minimize the contribution of extrajunctional membrane to the recordings.

Recording. The whole-cell patch clamp technique for recordings was used (25). Each cell of an electrically coupled pair was individually voltage clamped. Pairwise voltage clamp is discussed extensively elsewhere (11, 12). Electrode resistance measured in the bath was 5-15 MΩ. Series resistance, which generally ranged from 5 to 20 MΩ, was monitored by simultaneous -20-mV pulses applied to both cells and was electronically compensated. As in previous studies, the extrajunctional resistance of most horizontal cells, measured in this case with both cells of the pair clamped at the same potential, was in the 0.5- to 1-GΩ range (21). The output of each amplifier was filtered at 1 kHz (-3 decibels), digitized at 44.1 kHz, and stored on VCR tape. Sections chosen for analysis were digitized at 2 kHz per channel using PCLAMP software (Axon Instruments, Burlingame, CA). For analysis of unitary events, data were refiletered at 250 Hz during digitization. Only events of sufficient duration to allow filter settling (≥ 6 msec) were used in constructing amplitude histograms. Open duration was determined as the average duration of all channel openings that exceeded a half-level threshold. Noise analysis was performed with in-house software, while unitary event analysis was accomplished with
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\[ \sigma^2 = Ii - I^2/N, \]  

and  

\[ I = Np, \]  

where \( I \) is the mean current, \( \sigma^2 \) is the variance of the current, \( i \) is the current through a single channel, \( N \) is the number of functional channels, and \( p \) is the open probability (26). In the single channel experiments, unitary conductance was calculated as the change in junctional current divided by the junctional voltage. Unless otherwise stated, all figures are given as the mean ± SD.

Solutions. For most experiments, electrodes were filled with a solution containing 72 mM potassium gluconate, 48 mM KF, 4 mM KCl, 11 mM EGTA, 1 mM CaCl₂, 1 mM MgATP, 10 mM Hepes (adjusted to pH 7.5 with KOH) (21), and the cells were bathed in a perch Ringer’s solution consisting of 145 mM NaCl, 2.5 mM KCl, 20 mM NaHCO₃, 0.7 mM CaCl₂, 1 mM MgSO₄, 20 mM glucose, equilibrated with 97% O₂/3% CO₂ to give a pH of 7.6 (28). Where noted, solutions designed to block extrajunctional conductances (modified from ref. 27) were used. These consisted of a pipette solution with 120 mM CsCl substituted for the gluconate and fluoride and a bathing solution with 145 mM choline chloride substituted for sodium, plus 20 mM tetraethylammonium and 10 mM 4-aminopyridine. Dopamine (200 \( \mu \)M) and octanol (500 \( \mu \)M) were freshly dissolved in the bathing solution and ejected onto cells from small-bore pipettes (21, 24).

RESULTS

Cultures of dissociated white perch retinas contain significant numbers of contacting pairs of horizontal cells. As was found previously (21), most pairs of contacting cells of the same morphological subtype were strongly coupled electrically. Fig. 1A is a photomicrograph of a pair of H1-type horizontal cells in primary cell culture. The activity of gap junction channels between cell pairs was revealed by clamping each of the cells to a different potential, thereby imposing a constant transjunctional voltage gradient. Under such conditions, changes in junctional conductance are reflected as equal and opposite changes in the holding current of the two clamp circuits.

Fig. 1B illustrates the effect of exogenous dopamine on horizontal cell coupling. Dopamine had no consistent effect on the non-junctional resistance of horizontal cells (21, 24) but induced dramatic uncoupling of the cells by decreasing their junctional conductance. In the figure, each trace represents the holding current from one cell of a pair. After a latency of ≈10 sec, dopamine (200 \( \mu \)M) induced a marked increase in the junctional resistance, reflected as equal and opposite reductions of ≈730 pA in the holding current of the two cells. Maximal uncoupling was observed 30–60 sec after the onset of dopamine application, and it could be maintained with repeated dopamine applications (data not shown). Recovery of coupling after removal of the dopamine pipette, shown in the second half of this figure, typically proceeded with a slower time course than uncoupling, often taking several minutes. In the present study, gap junctional con-
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**Fig. 1.** Effects of dopamine (DA) on coupling and current noise. (A) Photomicrograph of a contacting pair of H1-type white perch horizontal cells in primary cell culture. (Bar = 30 \( \mu \)m.) (B) Dopamine-induced uncoupling and recovery. One cell of the pair was clamped at −30 mV (upper trace), and the other was clamped at +10 mV (lower trace), so that the transjunctional potential was 40 mV (calibrations, 500 pA, 8 sec). (C) Dopamine-induced changes in current noise. One-second segments from the lower trace of the cell pair in B on an expanded time scale (calibrations, 50 pA, 100 msec). Arrows in B indicate approximate locations of segments. (D) Variance analysis of changes in current noise in a similar uncoupling experiment (\( V_j = 40 \) mV). Mean and variance of the holding current was calculated for 1-sec intervals, and control values for 0 junctional potential were subtracted to obtain junctional current mean and variance. Line is the least-squares parabolic fit of the data, which gives estimates of 26.7 pS for unitary conductance, 689 for channel number, and a change in open probability from 0.83 to 0.18. Correlation coefficient, 0.83.
dconductance was not monitored directly. However, since the change in the input resistance of each cell during uncoupling by dopamine is due solely to changes in junctional resistance, the relative increase in junctional resistance could be inferred. Dopamine induced a 12-fold increase on average in the junctional resistance of 10 well-coupled pairs of cells used for the noise analysis described below, a result consistent with earlier studies (21).

**Noise Analysis.** Changes in the current noise induced by dopamine in one cell of the pair in Fig. 1B are shown in Fig. 1C. Each trace is an expanded view of the holding current at the times indicated by the arrows in Fig. 1B. In the initial highly coupled state (trace 1), junctional conductance was large and current noise was low. As uncoupling began, there was a marked increase in the noise of the holding current, which peaked when the cells were half uncoupled (trace 2). As junctional conductance continued to fall, so did current noise, reaching a value comparable to its predopamine level when the cells were maximally uncoupled (trace 3). A similar pattern of noise changes was observed during recovery of coupling (traces 4 and 5).

We quantified the dopamine-induced changes in current noise by calculating the holding current mean and variance during uncoupling experiments on 10 pairs of cells. If dopamine simply alters the open probability of the gap junction channels, the variance of the current will be related parabolically to the mean current (26). Maximum variance will be observed at open probabilities near 0.5, where at any one moment half the channels are open and half are closed, and variance minima are observed as open probability approaches 1 or 0, where nearly all of the channels are either open or closed. A sample experiment is shown in Fig. 1D, which plots the changes in the mean and variance of the junctional current in one cell of a pair during recovery from dopamine. In the uncoupled state, both the junctional current and its variance were small; as coupling increases, the variance increases to a peak and then falls back to a minimum again in the coupled state, where junctional current is largest.

To obtain estimates of channel number, conductance, and open probability, the data from 10 cell pairs were fit with parabolas by the least-squares method. The mean correlation coefficient of the fits was 0.78, indicating an excellent correspondence of the data to the parabolic relationship predicted if dopamine changed open probability. The unitary conductance of junctional channels calculated using Eq. 1 was 32.0 pS (±11.0). Estimates of the number of channels between cells ranged from 76 to 1591 (mean, 562 ± 433) and was qualitatively related to the contact area of individual cell pairs. Using these values for channel number and conductance, the open probability in the coupled and uncoupled states was calculated for each pair by Eq. 2. Mean values for the 10 pairs were p = 0.75 in the coupled state and 0.14 after application of dopamine, indicating that dopamine substantially reduces the open probability of horizontal cell gap junction channels.

**Unitary Events.** In addition to the estimates obtained by noise analysis, we also measured the amplitude of unitary junctional gating events directly. Such events were observed under conditions of extremely poor coupling as equal and opposite current pulses in the two clamp circuits. A sample recording showing a series of 50- to 60-pS junctional events is in Fig. 2A; junctional events from one cell of this pair are shown at higher resolution in Fig. 2B. In this cell pair, junctional conductance increased from baseline in ~50-pS steps. Fig. 2C is an amplitude histogram of selected events from this cell pair. Most events were in the 50-pS range with second and third peaks in the histogram evident at ~100 and ~150 pS. A gaussian fit of the first peak gave an average conductance of 51.8 pS, which we take to be the unitary conductance of gap junction channels in this cell pair.

Unitary events were recorded in 11 cell pairs in which the standard pipette solution and Ringer's were used. Four of these pairs were uncoupled by the application of dopamine (200 μM), four pairs were uncoupled by the application of octanol (500 μM), a universal uncoupler of gap junctions (29), and three pairs had sufficiently poor initial coupling for unitary events to be detected without further treatment. A total of 2346 events were examined. The observed unitary conductance was in all three groups; dopamine-treated cells had a single channel conductance of 48.7 pS (±6.6), octanol-treated cells had a conductance of 61.1 pS (±11.1), and untreated cells had a conductance of 53.2 pS (±7.2). These small differences in unitary conductance are not statistically significant (P > 0.10; t test). Neither dopamine nor octanol thus appears to affect unitary conductance. Averaged together, these cells had a unitary junctional channel conductance of 54.4 pS (±9.6).

Unitary gap junctional events were also recorded with a pipette solution with Cs+ substituted for most of the K+ and a bathing solution designed to block extrajunctional channels (see Methods). Under these conditions, contamination of the records with the activity of extrajunctional channels was reduced, but initial coupling was usually lower than with the standard recording solutions, and recovery of coupling after dopamine application was sometimes slowed. A sample recording and amplitude histogram are shown in Fig. 3. These solutions were used to analyze a total of 2627 events from seven pairs of cells. The unitary conductance of gap junction

![Fig. 2. Single-channel junctional events.](image)
maximum dopamine effect was compared with the duration of events recorded just prior to, or following, maximum uncoupling. One such recording is shown in Fig. 4A. The trace shows the holding current from one cell of a pair. After application of dopamine the cells uncoupled, as indicated by the reduction in holding current. The brackets indicate the sections used for analysis; on the left is the partially uncoupled state, and on the right is the maximally uncoupled state. Inset shows samples of channel activity from partial (upper trace) and maximal (lower trace) sections. Fig. 4B shows that the open duration of junctional events was reduced in the maximally uncoupled state. This was the case in seven cell pairs in which this type of comparison was possible (three from the normal solution group, four from the blocking group). The observed duration of junctional events in the maximally uncoupled state was about half that in the partially uncoupled state (means, 7.5 ± 2.3 vs. 15.2 ± 6.0 msec; 3912 and 3607 events). Since these records contain multiple channels, characterization of the dwell time in the closed state was uncertain.

**DISCUSSION**

We conclude from this study that gap junctional channels in teleost horizontal cells have a unitary conductance of 50–60 pS and that dopamine modulates the efficacy of horizontal cell electrical synapses by reducing the open probability of junctional channels. We obtained estimates of unitary conductance both by noise analysis and by direct measurement of junctional gating events. The unitary conductance value obtained by noise analysis was lower than that determined by direct measurement—i.e., 32.0 pS vs. 54.4 pS. However, our variance analysis probably underestimated junctional channel unitary conductance because this method of noise analysis assumes a uniform amplitude for the elementary events giving rise to the recorded current. Violation of this assumption leads to an underestimation of the overall variance, a deviation of the parabola from the origin (see Fig. 1D), and an underestimation of the size of the elementary events (30). While the great majority of current in our experiments was transjunctional current, contamination of the records with the activity of extrajunctional channels did occur to some degree and would decrease the unitary conductance estimate.

The 50- to 60-pS single-channel conductance obtained by direct measurement is similar to that reported for junctional

**FIG. 3.** Single-channel junctional events recorded with Cs⁺-filled pipette. (A) Lower trace has extrajunctional events (uncorrelated) as well as junctional (Vj = 71 mV; calibrations, 5 pA = 70 pS, 50 msec). (B) Amplitude histogram of 645 junctional events recorded from the cell in the upper trace of A; unitary conductance = 23.9 pS (±6.1).

Channels in dopamine-treated cells (30.4 ± 5.8 pS; n = 4) was indistinguishable from untreated cells (31.7 ± 6.8 pS; n = 3). However, the overall unitary conductance recorded in cells with the Cs⁺-containing pipette solution (30.9 ± 5.7 pS; n = 7) was significantly reduced compared to the conductance recorded with pipettes containing the normal solution (54.4 ± 9.6; P < 0.01; t test). This suggests that horizontal cell gap junction channels are less permeable to Cs⁺ than they are to K⁺.

**Modulation of Gating.** Finally, we wished to determine how the dopamine-induced reduction in open probability, shown by noise analysis, is reflected in the gating behavior of individual junctional channels. One way for dopamine to reduce the overall open probability of junctional channels is to reduce their time spent in the open state. To assess this possibility, the duration of junctional events recorded at the

**FIG. 4.** Dopamine (DA) effects on single-channel events. (A) Dopamine-induced changes in the holding current of one cell of a pair recorded with a Cs⁺-filled pipette (Vj = 60 mV; calibrations, 12 pA, 6.25 sec). Brackets show sections used for comparison of partial (dashed) and maximal (solid) dopamine effects. (Inset) Samples of channel activity from partial (upper trace) and maximal (lower trace) sections (calibrations, 4 pA = 67 pS, 40 msec). (B) Open-time histograms of junctional channel openings at partial (dashed) and maximal (solid) dopamine effects. Between the partial and maximal dopamine effect the mean open duration was reduced from 14.5 to 7.9 msec (925 and 1036 events).
channels in neonatal rat heart cells (13), but it is substantially lower than the estimates of 120–200 pS for channel conductance obtained in other tissues (7,12). All these latter studies also reported smaller junctional events. In our records from poorly coupled cells, the 50- to 60-pS events predominated, and the amplitude of the larger events was generally a multiple of this smallest level (see Fig. 2 B and C). We interpret this to mean that this 50- to 60-pS conductance is the unitary conductance of horizontal cell gap junction channels and not a subconductance of a larger unitary conductance. Whereas the majority of our observations of junctional channel behavior are consistent with the independent all-or-none gating of 50- to 60-pS channels, there are also instances of slow transitions between conductance levels and concerted gating to higher conductance levels (data not shown). Thus, there may be complexities in channel behavior that remain to be explored.

Our results indicate further that dopamine affects junctional permeability by altering the gating properties of junctional channels, rather than by changing their number or elementary conductance. Noise analysis demonstrates that dopamine uncouples horizontal cells by inducing a dramatic reduction in the open probability of the gap junction channels. In contrast, the unitary conductance of events recorded in cell pairs uncoupled with dopamine or octanol was indistinguishable from untreated cell pairs. In addition, the parabolic relation of variance vs. mean current found in the noise analysis experiments suggests that the number of functional channels was essentially stable during uncoupling with dopamine, at least for the short (<5 min) treatments used here.

The multichannel nature of our recordings imposes some limitations on the analysis of unitary junctional events. While the records clearly indicate the effects of dopamine on open time in a qualitative manner, their usefulness in quantifying these changes is more limited. When cells were maximally coupled with dopamine, the recorded events were almost exclusively unitary so our measurements of open duration under these conditions (7.5 msec) are probably a reasonable approximation of the actual dwell time of individual channels in the open state. In the partially uncoupled state (although most events were still unitary), there are more multilevel openings, which would tend to reduce the apparent open duration (15.2 msec) compared with the actual open time of individual channels (31). Both of these estimates were obtained over a limited range of coupling, near maximum uncoupling, in which unitary events could be resolved and analyzed, so that the change in open duration over the entire range of coupling is presumably much greater. If the entire change in junctional conductance (>10-fold) is mediated through changes in channel open time, the open duration of junctional channels in the coupled state would be ±100 msec, on the order of estimates of junctional channel open time in cardiac myocytes (12, 13). In addition, it is also possible that dopamine affects the closed duration of junctional channels (i.e., their frequency of opening), but this is not easily assessed in our multichannel preparations. Since each hemichannel of a gap junction channel is thought to have its own gate (29), it will be of interest to determine whether the individual hemichannel gates, and dopamine’s effects on them, are independent.

The precise relationship between the reduction in junctional channel open time and the biochemical changes induced by dopamine in horizontal cells remains to be elucidated. It is known that dopamine modulates the electrical synapses between retinal horizontal cells through cyclic AMP-dependent protein phosphorylation (22). One attractive hypothesis is that dopamine promotes phosphorylation of the junctional channel proteins themselves. Gap junction channel proteins purified from liver and heart are substrates for cyclic AMP-dependent protein phosphorylation (6, 32), and application of dopamine to the white perch retina or stimulation of cyclic AMP-dependent phosphorylation in retinal homogenates induces phosphorylation of a membrane protein with a molecular weight similar to known gap junction proteins (33). Whether this is the horizontal cell gap junction channel protein or some other protein involved in synaptic modulation remains to be determined.
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